
 

 

 

 

ANTHONY MACHINE EXPANDING INTO NEW 8,000 SQ. FT. FACILITY 
HIGHLIGHTED BY NEWLY ACQUIRED CNC TURNING CENTER 
MANUFACTURING CELL  
 

SAN ANTONIO, TX   Anthony Machine recently announced the planned buildout of its new 8,000 

sq. ft. building immediately adjacent to its current production facility. And as part of this expansion, 

Anthony Machine has purchased additional equipment including multiple DMG Mori NLX 3000 

Rigid and Precise Turning Centers. This investment represents a further expansion of its already 

extensive capabilities in the manufacture and re-manufacture of products serving the Energy, 

Transportation, Defense and Industrial sectors.  Eugene Ponomarev, VP of Operations, “We have 

made a significant investment to keep Anthony Machine well-resourced to best serve our 

customer base.  We are committed to providing our world-class machinists the latest equipment 

that enables them to continue providing great, timely service. The new ultimate performance, 

robust equipment matched with experienced engineering and highly skilled machinists assures 

high productivity and precision.”  

The DMG Mori NLX 3000 Turning Center will be part of its expanded manufacturing cell that can 

handle finish machined parts with a diameter up to 16” and lengths of up to 49”. With added 

optional hydraulically operated, programmable steady rest and an efficient use of milling tools 

available on an added optional Y axis, the equipment will enable Anthony Machine to handle the 

diverse, complex needs of its ever-expanding customer base and augments its through-put 

capacity.   

 “The NLX 3000’s performance has been remarkable.  Precision and on-time delivery are what 

our customers demand, and this new machine is designed to help us meet those needs.” 

commented Steve Fraunhofer, VP of Sales.     
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“This new facility and equipment, combined with the industry’s best machinists, makes Anthony 

Machine uniquely suited to meet customer demands well into the future,” said Ponomarev. 

 

Current equipment capabilities include the following dimensions: 

 CNC LATHES: (Up to 51″ swing) 

 CNC VERTICAL LATHES: (Up to 62″ swing) 

 CNC VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS: (Up to X-84″, Y-39″, Z-31″) 

 CNC HORIZONTAL MACHINING CENTERS: (Up to X-53.0″, Y-51″, Z-39″)  

 MANUAL LATHES: (Up to 40″ swing) 

 MANUAL VERTICAL LATHES: (Up to 72″ swing) 

 MANUAL HORIZONTAL BORING MILL: (Up to X-40″, Y-132″, Z-50″) 

 MANUAL MILLS: (Capacity up to X-312″, Y-56″, Z-57″) 

 MANUAL DRILLS 

ABOUT ANTHONY MACHINE 

Anthony Machine provides high-precision parts to service companies and OEMs serving the 

Energy, Aggregate, Military and Transportation industries.  With an operating history spanning 

almost 70 years, Anthony Machine is the largest, most respected machine shop in South 

Texas.  More information can be found at www.anthonymachine.com. 
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